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TRADEMARKS ACT 2019  

 [Sections 18(b), Regulation 12] 

 

PUBLICATION OF TRADEMARK IN GAZETTE  

PTG No: 01NRUT05/2022 

In accordance with the Trademarks Act 2019, this trademark was entered on the Register of Trademarks on 16th August 

2022 with a deemed registration date of 2nd May 2022 at 15:10pm. The details of registration are: 

       

WORD: 

INTEL  

       

Owner:  INTEL CORPORATION  

  2200 Mission College Boulevard 

  Santa Clara  

California 95052-8119 

United States of America  

 

In respect of the goods or services that follow.  

International Class: 09 

Scientific, navigation, measuring, electric, photographic, film, optical, scales, measuring apparatus, signaling 

apparatus, regulating apparatus, rescue apparatus and teaching apparatus and instruments; tape recorders, records; 

apparatus and instruments, all for monitoring, detecting, testing and measuring; floppy disc drives; electronic security 

apparatus; surveillance apparatus; apparatus and equipment for recording, processing, receiving, reproducing, 

transmitting, modifying, compressing, decompressing, broadcasting, merging and/ or enhancing sound, images, 

graphics, and data; algorithm software programs for the operation and control of computers; electronic apparatus and 

instruments, all for recognizing digital and analog codes; control apparatus for all the aforesaid goods; computer 

operating system software; computer operating programs; computer system extensions, tools and utilities in the field 

of application software for connecting personal computers, networks, telecommunications apparatus and global 

computer network applications; computerized telecommunications and networking equipment consisting of operating 

system software, modems, cameras, headsets, microphones, cables and adaptors; computer games; racks, cabinets and 

holders, all adapted for the aforesaid goods; audio and video graphics for real time information and image transfer, 

transmission, reception, processing and digitizing; computer firmware; computers; handheld computers; 
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 microcomputers; minicomputers; semiconductors; computer installations; memory boards; processing apparatus; 

personal digital assistants; cellular telephones; smart phones; portable and handheld personal organizers; notebook and 

laptop computers; portable computers; tablet computers; ultra mobile computers; computer hardware; integrated 

circuits; integrated circuit memories; integrated circuit chips; chip sets; semiconductor processors; semiconductor 

processor chips; semiconductor chips; microprocessors; printed circuit boards; electronic circuit boards; computer 

motherboards and daughterboards; computer memory devices; operating systems; computer programs; 

microcontrollers; data processors; central processing units; semiconductor memory devices; software programmable 

processors; digital and optical processors; computer peripherals; video circuit boards; audio circuit boards; audio-video 

circuit boards; video graphic accelerators; multimedia accelerators; video processors; video processor boards; cards, 

discs, tapes, wires, records, microchips and electronic circuits, all for the recordal and transmission of data; modems; 

apparatus and instruments, all for processing, storage, retrieval, transmission, display, input, output, compressing, 

decompressing, modifying, broadcasting and printout of data; computer input and output devices; work stations; data 

memories; storage devices; security systems for computer hardware and software; set electronic chips; components for 

computers printed circuits; voice accelerators; voice, data, image and video accelerators; flash memories; flash memory 

devices; memory systems for computers; telecommunications equipment and computer networks, namely processing 

and operating systems; headsets; computer mice; microphones; cables and adapters; computer terminals and printers 

for use therewith; video display units; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; cameras; computer hardware 

and software for the transmission and receipt of facsimiles; computer hardware and software for the development, 

maintenance, and use of local and wide area computer networks; computer hardware and software for the development, 

maintenance, and use of interactive audio-video computer conference systems; computer hardware and software for 

the receipt, display, and use of broadcast video, audio, and digital data signals; set-top boxes, electronic control devices 

for the interface and control of computers and global computer and telecommunications networks with television and 

cable. 

 Dated this 27th day of February 2024 

 

 

Bhavna Narayan  

Acting Registrar of Trademarks 
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